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An essential
oddball

Clockwise
from main:
‘Schlieren’
(2010) by Franz
West at Tate
Modern;
‘Epiphanie an
Stuhlen’ (2011);
Untitled (2007);
Franz West
in 1974
Luke Walker; Galerie Eva
Presenhuber/Stefan
Altenburger/Franz West;

Franz West | The Viennese artist’s visual mayhem
coalesces into a weirdly cohesive universe in
Tate Modern’s new show. By Jackie Wullschläger
Sit down in a wood, and immediately ants
creep into your shoes, mosquitoes bite,
perhaps a bird shits on you. A serpent might
even frighten you, or inspire you to eat
an apple — Franz West

F

ranz West’s far-reaching,
messy, irrepressible yet difficult retrospective at Tate
Modern feels like that forest. It
looks friendly, accessible,
appealing. On the concourse outside,
bright, lacquered aluminium tubes
twist into monumental cartoon shapes:
“Rrose/Drama”, a sugar pink intestine
curling back on itself; the green hoop,
“Omega”, fashioned like the Greek letter. But the punk playground turns out
to seethe with ants and serpents: West is
a prankster who amuses, embarrasses,
tempts, disturbs and disappoints.
At the gallery entrance, big pink
round sofas resembling squashed
doughnuts lure you to lounge or sprawl,
but they are hard and uncomfortable.
Inside come more invitations to recline
and dream, which is what West loved
doing. A crumbly pink asteroid suspended from the ceiling is exhibited
alongside two chairs with the
title “Epiphanie an Stühlen” but there is no epiphany: you sit and stare
at a meaningless sphere.
West’s childhood bed is
upended and covered
in aluminium foil,
acquiring a fauxprecious patina
evocative of Viennese
Jugendstil decor, but childhood cosiness blends into
existential drama: the bed is
called “Zitat” (“quote”); West
says he was thinking of Hamlet’s “to die, to sleep”.
Then there are the signature
“Paßstücke” (“Adaptives”) — lumpy,
white-painted papier-mâché
and plaster forms, some

THE LIFE
OF A SONG
LAY LADY LAY

B

rad Pitt is at the kitchen
sink, washing an apple. A
harp glides through a chord,
introducing a backing track
of swooning strings and an
instantly recognisable four-note riff.
Then Norwegian singer Even “Magnet”
Johansen begins to croon: “Lay lady
lay, lay across my big brass bed . . . ”
By the time the refrain comes around
for the second time, the “lady” in
question is revealed as the camera
follows Pitt’s gaze down to the delicate
bare feet of Angelina Jolie.
For fans of “Brangelina” the scene
from the 2005 film Mr and Mrs Smith is
worthy of endless analysis. Is the postcoital atmosphere strictly acting, or is
it true that the shoot sparked the start
of the celebrity couple’s affair?
What we do know is that the
words, from Bob Dylan’s song of
seduction, “Lay Lady Lay”, nearly
had a very different Hollywood
association. It was originally
intended by Dylan for the 1969
film Midnight Cowboy, starring Jon
Voight and Dustin Hoffman as a
male prostitute and hustler duo.
But Dylan was unable to finish the
track in time for the film’s production
deadline, and so lost the job to John
Barry (who won a Grammy for
his theme).
Dylan didn’t suffer much from the
lost opportunity — when he instead
released the song as a single in July
1969 it reached number seven in the
US charts, and number five in the UK.
Centred around a descending fournote hook, drawn out by a pedal steel
guitar, the lilting groove was
complemented by Dylan’s newly
favoured deep and warm country
croon. The reason for the new voice?
“I tell you, you stop smoking those
cigarettes, and you’ll be able to sing
like Caruso,” he told Rolling Stone at
the time.
But July 1969 wasn’t the first time

looping lines, others squat, knobby,
ungainly — which launched West’s
career in the 1970s. They were to be
picked up and played with; the originals
are now too fragile but you can “interact” with replicas, privately, within
semi-transparent plastic-curtained
spaces that recall hospital cubicles.
Who is playing with whom? No matter
how you hold or even wear these awkward pieces, you look and feel ridiculous, abject, burdened as if by bandaged
limbs or weird prosthetics. “The
objects,” West said, “are to be used. They
represent the potential attempt to give
shape to neurotic symptoms.”
West was born in Vienna in 1947, to a
Serbian coal merchant father and Jewish dentist mother. His art confronts fascist legacies — he shares a determined
non-ideology with Germany’s great
postwar painter Gerhard Richter — and
a century of Viennese thinkers and artists. He died in 2012 and in half a century created crude drawings, bulbous
disordered small sculptures, collages,
posters, formless films, dysfunctional
furniture and, latterly, enormous simplified mocking monuments such as the
phallic pink aluminium gum ball
totem, “Dorit”.
It all sounds random, but
mayhem coalesces into a
weirdly cohesive artistic
universe, though the works
look better in small doses;
no museum has
quite managed to
square the circle of
allowing West’s wandering spirit to transcend the rigour of a
curated exhibition.
Tate’s show is chronological, opening with West the
young drugged-out drifter
sketching in ballpoint a
dandy with curving moustache eyeing
a woman’s nude buttocks, in designs
indebted to Klimt and Schiele.
These are followed by caricature porn gouaches of copula-

tion and rape (“Frohsinn”, “Gemeiner
Romanischer Damenraub”) reducing
Viennese erotic obsession to absurdity.
Coming of age in the 1960s, West also
had to contend with the scandalous
staged rituals of the Viennese Actionists, such as urinating and masturbating
while singing the Austrian national
anthem. He laughed off their oppressions — he said the screams of his
mother’s patients had more impact. But
his reaction was to make work that was
benign, light-hearted, easy-going, yet
still interactive, performative — and, as
in the “Paßstücke”, not entirely without
its own coercions and voyeurisms.
One phallic, sex-toy-like sculpture is
called “Placebo”; another, “Deutscher
Humor”, contains a broom. Polyester
breasts dangle from a coat hanger in
“Hängebusen Ingrid”. Paßstücke adorning half-naked performers in the film
“Studien zu ernster Musik” look entrapping, like bondage gear. In Tate’s catalogue, Kunstakademie Düsseldorf professor Robert Fleck, who worked with

that the public heard the song’s cometo-bed lines. Though it was written by
Dylan, who first played it to a small
circle of friends at Johnny Cash’s house,
The Byrds managed to release a cover
version two months before Dylan’s
single came out. But unlike The Byrds’
covers of other Dylan songs, their “Lay
Lady Lay” failed to break into the UK
singles chart. The band themselves
were furious with the recording —
at the last minute, their (and Dylan’s)
producer, Bob Johnston, had
dubbed over a female choir without
their consent.
For Dylan’s recording, he and
Johnston couldn’t agree on whether to
use cowbells or bongos. Drummer
Kenny Buttrey unintentionally found a
solution by jokingly using both at the
same time. The result, the first take of
the song, became the hit. But for all its
success, Dylan was not a fan of the

song. “I never . . . thought it was
representative of anything I do,” he told
Clive Davis, president of Columbia
Records. Dylan’s first live performance
of the hit was August 1969, when he
shunned the Woodstock festival and
flew to the Isle of Wight.
Since then, the song has been
covered numerous times, from Duran
Duran’s pop-rock version to Ministry’s
industrial metal take. The Everly
Brothers, however, turned it down,
reportedly because they misheard the
lyrics as “lay across my big breasts,
babe”. The song’s true lyrics have also
put some off due to their old-school
chauvinism. Nonetheless, in The
Cambridge Companion to Bob Dylan,
Barbara O’Dair makes a case for a
feminist acceptance of Dylan. Taking a
different approach to the song’s gender
issues, on her 1969 album 3614 Jackson
Highway, Cher changed the song’s
“lady” to an ambiguous “baby”.
Change was something Dylan himself
welcomed. In 1974, he yelled to a Los
Angeles crowd “Happy St Valentine’s
Day!” before breaking into a frenzied
rendition with high-energy electric
guitar solos and bursts of shouting.
Two years beforehand, he gave a
twang-heavy country swing
performance, swapping the lines
“Stay lady stay . . . let me see you
make him smile” to “forget this
dance, let’s go upstairs / Let’s take
a chance, who really cares”. The
rewrite, Dylan confirmed in
Playboy magazine, was “much
raunchier, less pretty”.
What has remained a constant,
however, is the big brass bed. Dylan
drew illustrations for most of his
greatest hits, and for “Lay Lady
Lay” he lovingly detailed the big
brass bed in light pencil sketch. For
some, it’s best listened to on one
too: “I’d lie on the bed and play that
song and cry all the time,”
Madonna remembered of her
adolescence. “Don’t ask me why I
was crying — it’s not a sad song.
But,” she said, “that’s the only
record of his that I really
listened to.”
Antonia Cundy

Bob Dylan recording
in Nashville, 1969 — Getty Images
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West in the 1970s, insists that he
“drew on a practice that was not
politically correct. [His art] stands
somewhere between Sade and SacherMasoch. If you don’t see that, then you
miss the very essence of his work”.
Certainly, Freudian ideas and symbols abound. The psychoanalyst’s couch
multiplies, diversifies: 72 divans covered with Turkish carpets in the immersive Viennese café-culture environment
“Auditorium”; West’s mother’s washing
machine dismantled, patched with
welding joints like scars to make the
long lime-green two-seater “Eo Ipso”.
Imagery related to West’s mother
enacts Freudian theory to the end. Pinkpainted plaster, papier-mâché, resin,
metal — from the delicate stalks tapering to lips and orifices in “Romische
Allure” (1985) to an untitled giant melting ice cream (2007) — riffs on her pink
plastic dental moulds, often with oral
associations. A quarter of huge goblinish “Lemur Heads” with gaping mouths,
empty here, were first exhibited at Documenta IX in 1992 with the instruction
that visitors throw rubbish into them, to
create sculptures “with bad breath”.
Mixing high and low, navigating a
space between sculpture, assemblage

and performance, blurring the gap
between art and life, co-opting viewers
as participants: it is easy to see why West
rose quickly from 1980s anarchist outsider to 1990s fashionable darling of
museums and galleries worldwide.
Like his own “Adaptives”, he is a fantastically adaptive artist. In Vienna he
seems steeped in intellectualism: his
most beautiful sculpture is the painted
bronze spiral “Wittgensteinzitat”, sadly
not here, and one of his favourite quotations, Wittgenstein’s “everything we see

could also be otherwise”, could be a
manifesto for his haphazard, shifting
aesthetic. In Paris the resonance is with
classical Modernism and Giacometti’s
elongated, vanishing forms. Tate’s West
is a more out-and-out conceptualist.
This show comes from the Pompidou,
the ideal 1970s setting for West’s cheerful tubular forms.
However slapstick or rough his forms,
an enduring Jugendstil linearity gives
grace. His best self-portrait is probably
“Trunkenes Gebot”, a drooping phallic
steel/wood sculpture tapering to a
whisky bottle tilting drunkenly but
elegantly. The title, characteristically
dense, means “Drunken Command”,
but “gebot” also suggests German
“Boot”, boat. West’s allusion is to Rimbaud’s “Le Bateau Ivre” that celebrates
the figure of the poet as restless, libertine, a “wreck, dead drunk and sodden
with water . . . Free, smoking, risen
from violet fogs” who “lighter than a
cork . . . danced on the waves”: a perfect description of a singular artist who
synthesised so many late-20th-century
global trends but remained an essentially Viennese oddball.
To June 2, tate.org

